Put on your scarf and mittens, and zig zag your way through a wonderland of wintery fun!

Whimsical trees and sophisticated snowflakes in shades of holly berry and wintermint will bring a little extra “Joy” into your seasonal sewing.

This collection includes two panels. On the first, snapshots of Santa and his friends can be cut out and sewn into an adorable scrapbook-style children’s quilt. And on the second, make your own stockings and gift tags — pre-designed and ready to cut, sew and embellish to your heart’s content!

CCS 127 or CCS 127G — Joyfully  Size: 67½” x 79½”
Panel perfect for:
- Placemats
- Gift Bags
- Pillows
- A Festive Throw

27120 11*  Snow  Panel Measures 36" x 44"
PS 27120 – Joy  Size: 72” x 80”

4 Bella Solids to blend with Joy
Bella Solids are not included in the Assortments or Precuts
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27122 13  Snow
27123 13*  Snow
27123 13  Snow
27124 23  Snow
27124 32  Snow

9900-98  Bleached White
9900-75  Lime
9900-34  Aqua
9900-34  Christmas Red
9900-16  Christmas Red
**Make Two Stockings in a Jiffy**

**27121 11**
Snow
Printed Panel has the instructions and parts to make 2 stockings

---

**Delivery: June, 2012**

Asst. 27120-15 – 15 Yards of Each
Asst. 27120-12 – 12 Yards of Each
Asst. 27120-10 – 10 Yards of Each
Asst. 27120-10H – 10 Yards of 11 Skus

27120AB – Bundle: 22 Skus - 18” x 22”
27120JR – Jellyroll (40) 2 ½” x 45” Strips - PK 4
27120LC – Layer Cake (42) 10” x 10” Squares - PK 4
30290PP – (42) 5” x 5” Squares - PK 12
PS27120 – Project Sheets - PK 25

JR’s, LC’s and PP’s do not include panels. 
JR’s, LC’s and PP’s include two of each. 
Bella Solids are not included in the assortments or Precuts.

---

**Skus:** 22 Prints 4 Bella Solids 44”-45” 100% Cotton

---

**27121 11**
Snow

---

**27125 12**
Winter Mint

---

**27123 12**
Holly

---

**27122 14**
Mint

---

**27126 14**
Mint

---

**27127 14**
Mint